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undnds of closely spaced wells, H .  w m b ~ d  with thousands of feet of 
core, and recent 3-D seismic data pmvide 
an unparalleled oppormnity to document 
depositional paJtem of Pb- dscpwa- 
ter sands of the eastern Niger Delta and 
have led to a cleaeer understanding of the 
factors reswasible f a  these pattems. 

Ihe Niger Delta is a mixed-energy delta. 
with wave, tidal, and tlwial energy in mar 
equilibrium. nsultiug in a radial pattern of 
distributaries. In Mobil's joint venture 
acreage, sand from these distributaries was 
fed through mrmguns canyons incised 
into the shelf edge and upper slope. rather 
than from a single point sotace. Most sand 
deposition occmrcd in fairways both with- 
in canyons and in chaaoel levee complex- 

es on the open slope. lodividual chanuels 
are straight to sinuous, confined by levee 
deposits or canyon walls. They show bale 
evidence of lateral migration. The ancient 
channels broke through levees. yielding 
amstomosing pattern. Multiple incisions 
within canyons are common. Deposition 
was also influenced by subsea bathymmy 
inkrited from an earlier shelf margin col- 
lapse and by movement along faults. 

Stacking patterns are distinctly cyclic. 
Allocyclic deposition relates to four low- 
stands of relative sea level. lbesc are 
pmchmted by higher Frequency cycles that 
are both allocyclic and autocyclic. Within 
the deepwater succession. grain size is a 
function of sestisraphic fming mecha- 
nisms and climate cycles. In a typical area, 
the facies within the channel deposits are 
composed of upward-fining successions 3 
to 40 meters thick. They may contain rela- 
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tively thin iatsrvals 
of intraslope slumps 
and debris flows at 
the base, overlain 
by turbidite sand.% 
Turbidite intervals 
range from greded. 
pebbly coarsegrain- 

metus thick to fine J ed sands Ro,,&D. fid 

and very finbgrained sands displaying 
complete Bouma scqucoces. Many of the 
slumps and debds flows were apparently 
generated by bed shear horn the come- 
grained turbidity flows. Mass movements 
of shelf fxies or processes for transport of 
sand into the Mi other than by hubidite 
flow was rare. 
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